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SUMMARY
The flow characteristicsin the near-fieldof a plasma jetarc simulated with a two-fluid
model. This model accounts for both gradient-diffusionmixing and uni-direcdonalsifting
motion resultingfrom pressure-gradient-body-forceimbalance. This lattermechanism is
believed to be responsiblefor the umixcdness observed in plasma jets. The unmixcdness is
considered to be essentiallya Rayleigh-Taylor kind instability.Transport equations are
solved for the individualplasma and ambient gas velocities,temperatures and volume
fractions.Empirical relationsarc employed forthe interfacetransfersof mass, momentum
and heat. The empirical coefficientsam firstestablishedby comparison of predictionswith
availableexperimental data for shear flows. The model isthen applied to an Argon plasma
jetejectingintostagnant air.The predictedresultsshow the significantbuild-up of unmixed
airwithin the plasma gas,even relativelyfardownstream of the torch. By adjustingthe inlet
condition,the model adequately reproduces the experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Plasma jets have important applications in materials processing, some of which
include spray deposition,melting and refining,heat treatment and materialssynthesis. In a
typical reactor, the hot plasma stream entrains a surrounding gas and the resulting heat and
mass transfer and the condition of operation of the torch, determines to a large extent, the
performance of the unit. The entrainmentmay prevent uniform mixing and produce regions of
unmixed hot/coldgases and non-uniform depositsas a resultof insufficientmelting of deposit
in cold regions. This phenomenon may alsoaffectchemical reactionram in plasma systems
for NOx reduction in exhaust gases.
The study of plasma phenomena isoften conveniently divided intothreeparts namely,
the plasma torch,the plasma jetand analysisof the panicles carriedin the jet. The present
work concerns processes occuring in the near-fieldof the plasma jet i.e.justdownstream of
the torch.
The early modeling approaches on plasma jets were based on the solution of
momentum integral equations (refs. 1 and 2), and on highly simplified boundary layer
equations (refs. 3 and 4). These techniques, while providing useful insights into the gross
behavior of plasma jets, were inadequate due to their inherent approximations. A fully elliptic
approach was employed later by several workem (refs. 5-10), with varying degrees of
success. Such works ranged in complexity, depending on the assumptions made for the inlet
conditions, prol_m] variation and trvaunent of the surrounding gas. They have shown that:
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(i) the velocity and temperature profileswithin the reactorare stronglydependent on the
torch exitconditions,
(ii) plasma jetsoperating in a fullylaminar regime could be adequately modeled by existing
methodologies, and,
(iii)plasma jetsoperating in a fullyturbulentregime could not be adequamly simulated with
existingconventional turbulencemodels. Specifically,such models could not account for
the inherentnon-isotropic,intermittentnatureof the turbulence field.
Recent studies(refs.1['toi4)have sho_ thatcontrary toearlierbeliefs,the flow
emanating from most standard torchesishighly tran_sitionalover most of the domain of the
reactor,and mixing of the plasma jetwith the cold surrounding gas isdominated by large
scalecoherent structm'cs.Clearly,predictionmethods which assume uniform properties
resultingfrom small-scalemixing processes (such as the popular k-8 model) willbc highly
unreliable.Specifically,the phenomenon of unmixedness cannot be predictedby conventional
turbulencemodels.
The objectiveof thisstudy isto employ a two-fluidmodel (rcfs.15 to 17) topredictthe
degree of mixing and unmixeness in the near-fieldregionof a typicalplasma reactor.The
two-fluididea has been employed in variousforms by many authors (refs.18 to 23). The
present model has however refinedthose ideas by employing the mathematical techniques
thathave been developed for two-phase flows. The model requiressolutionof conservation
equationsof two setsof velocitiesand temperatu_s, and alsoof the volume fractions. It
also requiresmathematical mprtsentation of each of the processes of interactionbetween the
the two fluidssuch as momentum and heatexchange and entrainment of one fluidby the
other. Additional relationsarc required to express the transportof fluidfiagrncntsdue to
relativemotion of the two fluids.The model has been applied successfullyto boundary layers
and internalflows in earlierpublications(refs.16,17,and 24 to 26). In the presentpaper,the
main featuresof the model art presented and appliedto flow in a plasma reactor.
A parabolicsolutiontechnique has been employed to ensure adequate gridresolution
and numerical accuracy of the results.Itshould _ mentioned thatwhile a fullyellipticmodel
does not suffta"from the approximations to the govm'ning equations imposed by the parabolic
scheme, itrequi_s calculationof the whole domain of the reactor,including the stagnant
region outsidethe jet,wbere littleor no property variationsoccur. Indeed, eUipticity(orflow
re,circulation)isconfined essentiallyto thisouter ambient region and itsneglect isnot
expected to have significanteffecton the resultswithin the plasma jet.The presentparabolic
approach allows us to concentratethe computational grid within the jetregion of interest.
The paper is divided into five main sectionsof which thisintroductionisthe first.In
the following section,we describe a briefmathematical formulation of the two fluidsmodel.
Section 3 provided detailsof the computational method employed to solve the governing
transportequations. The resultsart presented and discussed in section 4. Finally,section5
contains the concluding remarks.
MATHEMATICAL FORMIFLATION
The Two-Fluid Idea
We propose thatthe observed mixing and unmixedness in plasma jetscould be
explainedto a significantextent,by a "sifting"phenomenon, in which fragments of fluid
subjectedto largerbody forcesmove through those subjectedto smaller body forcesin a
pressuregradientfield.This phenomenon issimilarto the Rayleigh-Taylor kind instabilities.
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The body forcesarc here due to the largethermal fieldgradientbetween the plasma gas and
the ambient air.This siftingmotion isessentiallyone-dimensional. Conventional turbulence
models such as the k-e model have terms to express gradientdiffusionfluxesor shear
stresseswhich in the present situationrepresentsonly an additionalmechanism responsible
for mixing. These models have no terms to account forthe oftencounter-gradientunmixing
phenomenon.
The siftingphenomenon can be representedmathematically by considering space as
containing a mixture of fragments of two distinctfluids,separatedby sharp (butflexibleand
permeable) boundaries on which surfacetensionarc inactive.In effect,while conventional
models am concerned with time-averaged propertiesof fluid,the present two-fluidmodel
focuses on averages of conditioned quantities. At any location,we thus have two average
densities,two velocitiesin each coordinate directionand two temperatures.
The most generalmeans of distinguishingbetween the two fluidsisto suppose that
fluidI has a greatertime-averaged velocityVl, and fluid2 a lesserone, ",'2,in the body-force
direction.This definitionallows a directqualitativephysicalrelationshipto Prandtrs mixing-
length theory (ref.19). Fortunately,in the presentsituation,thisimplies thatfluidI isthe
hot plasma gas while fluid2 isthe cold ambient airsurrounding thejet. The two fluidsare
assumed to share space in proportion to theirexistenceprobabilitiesor volume fractions,rl
and r2,such that:
rl +1"2 - 1.0 (1)
In thisand subsequent equations, subscriptI refersto the plasma gas (Argon) while
subscript2 refersto the ambient air(or Nitrogen).
Transport equations are required for each fluid,with empiricalrelationstoexpress the
entrainment and transferof momentum and heat atthe interface.
General Conservation Equation ('Fluidi)
In lightof the above, the setof partialdifferentialconservationequations governing
the transportof a generic flow variable_bforfluidi(i=Ifor plasma gas,i=2 for ambient air)in
plasma jetcan be represented as:
_'_(riPi_bi)+V. (riPiUi_bi- riV¢i ) = Si + Si* (2)
inwhich,
_b=- dependent variable(= I for continuity)
r m volume fraction
F m relevanttransportproperty (exchange coefficient,representingeffectof diffusion
withinone fluid)
U - velocity vector
S w inn'a-fluid source terms (e.g. pressure gradient and buoyancy forces)
S* m inter-fluid source terms (friction, entrainment, heat conduction at interface)
The dependent variablesand the associateddefinitionsof r, S and S* are presented in
Table 1. Detailsof the derivationof these expressionsarc contained in refs.16 and 17. The
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set of values of the model constants employed in the analysis is presented in Table 2. These
values have been established in earlier work on boundary layers and free shear flows (refs.
16, 17 and 24). In Table I, subscripts i and j refer to the two fluids, E represents the
entrainment rate, F is the interface friction and Q is the heat conduction at the interface.
Auxiliary relations are employed to express these terms as follows:
Entrainment Rate: We assume that the rate of entrainment is proporti_onal to the relative
velocity of the two fluids and to the surface area of the fragment. Assuming j represents the
fragment phase, the entrainment ram per unit volume can thus be expressed as:
Eij = cmPirirj (rj-0.5)IAUI// (3)
where Cm is an empirical constant and l is a measure of the linear scale of the fragment and
characterizes the interaction processes between the two fluids, IAUI represents the relative
velocity between the fluid and its surrounding. The term (rj-0.5) is used to enforce symmetry
and ensure generality of application of the model to free and confined flows.
Inter-Fluid Friction Force_: The friction forces per unit volume that fluid j exterts on fluid i is
expressed as:
Fij = cfpirirj (Uj-Ui)IAUI/I (4)
in which cfis an empirical constant and U represents either the cross-stream or streamwise
velocity components, depending on the momentum equation of interest. Equation (4) implies
that the slower-moving fluid gains momentum from the fast-moving fluid. This, momentum
transfer is of course in addition to that due to the mass transfer as a result of entrainment
between the fluids.
Inter-Fluid Heat Transfer: The heat conduction at the interface from fluid j to fluid i is
expressed in analogy to the above inter-fluid momentum flux as:
Qij = ChcpPirirj(Tj-Ti)IAUI/I (5)
where Ch is an empirical constant (established in ref. 24) and cp is the specific heat of the hot
fluid at constant pressure. In effect, the hot fluid looses heat to the cold fluid at any spatial
location.
Shear Source Sv_.: By analogy to Prandtl's hypothesis, we postulate that there should be a
shear-related source in the cross-stream momentum equations (for Vl and v2)that is
proportional to the gradient of the mean streamwise velocity. This source term can be
expressed as:
_W
Svi = cvPi IAUII "577..
uy (6)
in which Cv is an empirical constant and w is the mean velocity in the main flow direction. This
equation implies that Vl will increase and v2 will decrease, whenever the two fluids are in
relative motion and the main flow exhibits shear (i.e. I_w/_yl > 0). This term thus expresses
=
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the well-known instability of shear layers and their tendency to break up into a succession of
eddies or train of vortices which are convected downstream at the mean-flow velocity.
Length Scale I: While the actual entrainment process in shear flows and perhaps plasma jets
may depend in detail on viscous action, evidence abounds indicating that the enn'a.inment rate
is controlled by the large-scale motion (refs. 11 and 26). We here employ the following
transport equation to obtain the length scale thus:
_l _v _w
U.VI = AIU] - B I(_-_ + ay-_n--) (7)8-[+
in which A and B arc constants. The firstterm on the righthand side expresses the growth of
fragment sizeby entrainment and agglomeration. The second term representsthe decrease
of fragment sizeby shear distortion.The preliminaryvalues employed for the constantsarc
A = 0.05 and B = 0.01.
Boundary and Initial Conditions
Symmetry plane: The physical situationconsidered issymmetrical about the jet axis,and so
calculationsax_ performed only over one halfof the flow. A no-fluxboundary conditionisthus
imposed at the symmetry plane.
,_t,t,..,%IZt,_At the outer edge of the computational domain which islocated in the ambient
air stream just beyond the jet boundary, a fixed pressure condition is imposed. Thus, mass
transferor entrainment of air acrossthisboundary is calculated from continuity.The main-
stream velocities and temperatures are prescribed to equal the values in the surrounding air.
The parabolic numerical approach employed implies them is a predominant direction of
flow. The nature of the governing equations is such that the downstream boundary condition
is of no consequence and needs not (and indeed, should not) be prescibed.
InitialConditions: Since the calculationsmust startfrom an inletplane,the initialdistribution
of the dependent variables(velocities,temperatures,volume fractions)must be specified.At
the torch exitwhich representsthe inletplane to the computational domain, parabolicvelocity
and temperature profilesate prescibcd withinthe jetusing the following relations:
Vl = Vmax [ 1 - (r/ro) 2] (8)
TI = Tmax [ 1 - (r/ro) 2] (9)
wherein Vmax(---z,00m/s),Tmax (=I 1500K) are the maximum velocity and temperature at the
axis,vl and TI are the velocity and temperature of the Argon (plasma gas) respectively,r is
the radial coordinate and ro is the radius of the torch. The values employed for these
parameters am contained in Table 3. The volume fraction of the plasma gas (rl)is also
specifiedto be unity at thislocation.
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COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
GHd.- A tom/of 40 non-uniform grids are employed in the radial direction, with about 90%
located within the jet. The computational domain is allowed to expand iinearly=with ihe
downstream directionin the form:
rg/ro = a + bz (10)
where rg isthe radialextent of the grid,ro isthe torchexitradius (jetradiusat inletplane),z
is the streamwise distance from the inlet and a and b are empirical constants. The
establishedspreading rate of axisymmetric jetsisused to estimate the initialmagnitudes of a
and b. The estimated values are then systematicallymodified untilthe computational grid
spreads slightlyfasterthan the jet. The values employed in the present study are a = 1.0
and b = 18.50.
Solution Procedure: The above governing differential equations arc solved using the Inmr-
Phase Slip(IPSA) algorithm embodied in the PHOENICS computational code (ref.27).The
SA. algorifltmhas been described in derailin severalpublications(rcfs.28 m 30).This
gonthm allows for.shared pressure between the two fluidsand employs_a p_al _
EliminationAlgorithm (PEA) m accelerateconvergence of the solutionsof the finitedomain
equations for the temperatu_s and velocities.
The thermodynamic and transportpropertiesof the plasma gas (Argon) and airare
obtained from the literature(refs.31 to 33).The principalinput parameters employed in the
computation are presented in Table 3.
RESULTS
Pmlimimry Application to Shear Flows
Figs. 1 shows a comparison of the mean and conditioned temperature similarity
profiles with the experimental dam (refs. 34 to 39), for a plane jet ejecting into stagnant
environments. The corresponding results for an axisymmetric jet arc presented in Fig.2.
The predicted and measured shear su'esses and heat fluxes are presented in Figs.3 and 4 for
a plane jet and an axisymmetric jet, respectively. The predicted gross characteristics of jets
are compared with the values deduced from the experimental data in Table 4.
The mean characteristics and fluxes in the above and subsequent figures are
calculated from the individual fluid variables and the volume fractions using the following
relations:
_b = rl_bl+ r2_b2 (11)
_'@ " rlr2(vl-v2)(@l-@2) (12)
where @ represents velocity or temperature.
These results have shown that the two-fluid model, employing the model constants
presented in Table 2, can adequately predict the flow characteristics of turbulent shear flows.
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Application to Plasma Jets
Fig. 5 shows a schematic sketch of the calculation domain considered. The initial
width of the grid is located at the torch exit, and the forward step size is progressively
increasedumil a distanceof about 8 torch diameters isreached. This ensures that
predictionsam restrictedto the near-fieldregion of the jet.Figs. 6 and 7 show mSl_Ctively
the velocityvectorsand mean temperature profilesin the plasma jet. These figuresclearly
show the spread of the jetalong the reactor,and the decay of thejet velocityand temperature
downstream of the torch.The hot and fast-moving core of the plasma isclearlyvisiblefrom
these figures,as well as the slow, cold region near the edge of the jet.
The decay of centcrllnemean velocityand t_mpcramm am shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
Fig. 10 shows the increasein fractionof Nitrogen (orambient air)along the centerline while
Fig. 11 presentsthe profilesof the volumetric entrainment ram in the jet. Clearly,thereoccur
sharp decreases in the velocityand temperature profilesat locationscormssponding to the
increase in entrainment rate. Fig. 11 shows thatat any axiallocation,the entrainment ram
reaches a maximum near the edge of the jet. Itshould be remarked thatthe outer edge of
Fig. 11 (asin other figuresshowing the complete domain) corresponds to the outer edge of
the computational grid,while the edge of the jetissomewhat narrower.
Equally significantisthatFig. i0 indicams thata significantportionof the core region
of thejetconsistsof ambient Nitrogen downstream of the torch. While subsequent mixing
might allow thistodecay fartherdownstream, thisresultclearlyconfirms the occumnce of
unmixed fragments of ambient fluidwithinthe plasma.
Figs 12 and 13 show the radialprofilesof predictedconditioned velocitiesand
tcmpcmmms respectively,at a location z_=5, downstream of the torch,D being the
diameter of the torchexit-Figs. 14 and 15 show the fieldprofilesof Argon temperatureand
Nitrogen (Air)t_mpcrature respectively.In Figs. 16 and 17 are presented the Argon and
Nkrogen tempcmmm profiles,respectively,at three axiallocations(z/D=3, 5 and 8). These
figuresshow thatArgon temperature is generallyhigher than Nitrogen temperature;the
differ_n_ progressivelydecreasing downstream as entrainment increases. At a locationjust
downsu'cam of the torch (z/D=3), the plasma temperature decreases rapidly due to large
entrainment of Nitrogen, and then decreases towards the free stream. Fig. 15 shows thatat
largeradiallocations,the plasma t_mpemnn'_ near the torch is smaller than thatfar
downstream due to the spread of the jet.For instance,while locationr = 6ram might bc
locatedin the low temperature,ambient region atz/D=3, the same radialpositionwould be
locatedwell within the expanding jetat z/D=8, fatherdownstream of the torch.
In Figs. 18 and 19 am presented a comparison of the predicted temperature centerline
and radialtemperature profiles respectivelywith the experimental data (ref.40). To obtain
thisfit,the inletvelocityand temperature profileshave been expressed using the following
relations:
v = Vmax [ I -(r/ro)31 (13)
T = Tmax [ 1 - (r/ro)3] (14)
where Vmax--600m/s and Tmax = 11500 K. This approach was taken due to lackof available
data for the conditionsat the torch exit. While the resultsappear satisfactory,the work is
stillvery preliminaryat thisstage. A more _tailed study of thisproblem willbc considered
in a subsequent publication.These fig_n'cshowever show that,with the appropriateinletand
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boundary conditions,the experimental data on jetscan bc wcil simulated by the two-fluids
model
CONCLUSION
A two-fluid model of turbulence has been .m'¢sented that accounts for unidirectional
"sifting" resul_g from body-forc_-pressu_ gradicm imbalnace, as well as the stress induced
(gradient diffusion) mechanism. The sifting m_hanism is believed to bc responsible for the
observed unmixing in many systems includingplasma reactors,
Empirical correlationsam employed torepresentinterfluidphenomena including
entrainment rate,frictionand heat conduction at the intcu'face.The model constantswere
establishedfrom priorwork by comparison Of _dietions with availablemean and conditional
sampling data for shear layers.
The model was then applied t0 p_ct the flow characteristicsin a plasma jetissuing
intoa stagnant ambient airin a reaCtor. Itallowsfor the predictionof not only the mean
velocityand temperature profiles,but also,the spatialdistributionof the Argon (Plasma gas)
and Nitrogen velocityand temperature,volume fractionsand entrainment rate........
The resultsappear to _ qu_md-vei-y-r_d_and+_e++mo_l_i _p_a_to be a useful
toolfor predictingmixing and unmixedness in plasma jets.We have been able to predictthe
decay in flow velocityand temperature as a resultof entrainment of ambient Nitrogen. Them
appears to be a significantconcentrationof Nitrogen in the core of the plasma even at
relativelylong distancedownstream of the torch,indicatingthe occurence of unmixed zones.
A preliminary calculationalso shows thatby adjustingthe inletprofiles,we can successfully
reproduce the experimental dam for a plasma jet. Detailsof thiswork willappear in a
subsequent paper.
Further work is being planned to compare predictionswith more experimental data.
The ultimateobjectiveisto combine thismodel with a largeeddy simulationscheme to
predictthe large strucun'csobserved experimentally,and to study the transitionalflow
behavior in the plasma reactor.
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List of Symbols
Diameter of torch at exit
Volumetric entrainment rate of fluid j by fluid i
Volumetric inter-fluid friction
Turbulence kinetic energy
Length scale
Static pressure
Heat transferby conduction at the interface
Volume fraction
Radial coordinat=
Radius of torch at exit('D/R)
Radial extentof computational grid
Intra-fluidsource term
Inter-fluid source term
Shear source in radial velocity equations
Temperature
Velocity vector
Velocity component in radial direction
Velocity component in strcamwisc direction
Turbulent heat flux
Turbulent shear stress
Radial coordinatedirection
Sn'camwise coordinate direction
Momentum boundary layer thickness
Thermal boundary layer thickness
Ram of dissipationof turbulenceenexg_/
Generic flow variable
Diffusion flux coefficient
Fluid density
Prandfl number
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Table I: Exchange Coefficients and Source Terms
Equation Fi Si S*i
Mass balanc_ 0 0 Eij
Mornmmma (Radial) et/rlrjtVl -_VP +Svi Fij + UjFAj
Mora,nmm (Axial) ct/rirjtVl -riVP Pij + UjF-'ij
Energy ¢t/rirjtVI/oT 0 Qij + opTjEij
Table 2: Values of the Two-Fluid Model Constants
Consta0_ Vgl_
e.m I0.00
ev 0.30
ed 1.00
cf 0.05
ct 10.00
eh 0.05
_t 1,0¢
Table 3: Principal Input Parameters
Plasma Torch Diaraemr
Maximum Plasma T_almratme
Maximum Plasma Velocity
Nitrogen Tenrpexatare
8111111
11500K
400m/s
300K
Parameter
Table 4: Predicted and Measured Integral Characteristics of lets
Round let Plane let
Data Prediction Data Prediction
0.086 0.087 0.110 0.120
d_/dz 0.110 0.105 0.140 0.145
v--_maa 0.019 0.014 0.024 0.020
v-"l*rra, 0.021 0.020 0.028 0.029
Earn 0.051 0.050 0.060
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Fig.1
Fig.2
Fig.3
Fig.4
Fig.5
Fig.6
Fig.7
Fig.8
Fig.9
Fig. 10
Fig.ll
Fig.12
Fig.13
Fig. 14
Fig.15
Fig.16
Fig. 17
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Predicted mean and fluid temperatures compared with measured
similarity profiles of mean and conditioned data for plane jet
Predicted mean and fluid temperatures compared with measured
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Fig. 18. Predicted centerline profile of mean temperature compared
with the experimental data of ref. 40.
Fig.19. Predicted radial profile of mean temperature at z=20mm compared
with the experimental data of ref. 40.
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Fig.11 Profileof volumetric entrainmentmtc in rhc plasma jet
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Fig. 13 Predicted radial variation of temperatures of Argon and Nitrogen at z,/D=5
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Fig.17 Radial variation of Nitrogen temperature at z/D=3,5 and 8
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